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Lost in translation:
cytoplasmic UBA1 and
VEXAS syndrome
Ryan J. Stubbins | Leukemia/BMT Program of BC, BC Cancer; and University
of British Columbia

In this issue of Blood, Ferrada et al1 demonstrate that patients with vacuoles,
E1-enzyme, X-linked, autoinflammatory, somatic (VEXAS) syndrome caused by 1
of 3 canonical UBA1 mutations (p.Met41Val) have more systemic inflammatory
syndromes, worse survival, and lower residual translation of the normal
cytoplasmic UBA1 isoform UBA1b. This links VEXAS pathogenesis and severity
to a loss of UBA1b function.

VEXAS syndrome is a recently described
adult-onset autoinflammatory syndrome
caused by somatic mutations in UBA1, a
ubiquitin-activating enzyme, within mye-
loid progenitor cells. The landmark paper
describing VEXAS syndrome by Beck
et al2 identified 25 male patients with
somatic UBA1 mutations and common
syndromic features including systemic
inflammation and fevers, ear and nose
chondritis, neutrophilic dermatosis, pul-
monary infiltrates, myelodysplastic syn-
drome (MDS), and plasma cell disorders.
They identified 3 canonical UBA1 variants
that give rise to VEXAS: p.Met41Leu
(c.121A.C), p.Met41Val (c.121A.G),
and p.Met41Thr (c.122T.C). These con-
stitute �95% of VEXAS-associated UBA1
variants reported in the literature.3-9 Sub-
sequently, a cohort of 116 patients with
VEXAS from France was described by
Georgin-Lavialle et al,3 confirming the
phenotypic features from the original
publication. In the French cohort, the
presence of a p.Met41Leu variant, but
not p.Met41Thr, was associated with
an improved survival relative to the
p.Met41Val variant; p.Met41Val patients
also had more systemic inflammation

and less chondritis.3 Although these find-
ings suggested that VEXAS might have
heterogeneous clinical manifestations
that are partially dependent on the
specific UBA1 variant, this genotype-
phenotype correlation had not previously
been precisely defined nor the mecha-
nism underpinning these differences
understood.

The authors aimed to answer these ques-
tions by analyzing a cohort of 83 patients
with VEXAS and canonical UBA1 muta-
tions from the National Institutes of
Health and Leeds Teaching Hospital. The
patient characteristics were comparable
to previous reports, with fever, skin
involvement, arthritis, pulmonary infil-
trates, and chondritis being the most
common clinical features and approxi-
mately one-third having a diagnosis of
MDS. As observed with the French
cohort, patients carrying the p.Met41Val
variant had less ear chondritis and more
systemic disease with undifferentiated
fever syndromes, while patients with
p.Met41Thr had more ocular involve-
ment. A novel association between
p.Met41Leu and neutrophilic dermatosis

(Sweet syndrome) was also observed.
The authors then demonstrate a notably
worse survival among VEXAS patients
with the p.Met41Val variant, with no
long-term survivors in this group, while
showing comparatively better outcomes
for those with p.Met41Leu or p.Met41Thr
variants. A multivariable analysis for sur-
vival identified ear chondritis as a protec-
tive factor, whereas patients who were
transfusion dependent or carried the
p.Met41Val variant had a worse survival
(see figure).

Although these differences may at first
appear to be discordant with the find-
ings from the French cohort, who identi-
fied p.Met41Leu as a marker for good
prognosis and did not identify
p.Met41Val as a marker for poor progno-
sis, it is instructive to look at the differ-
ences in follow-up between the 2
groups. Patients within the French cohort
had a maximum follow-up time of 5
years, whereas most patients in the pre-
sent work had between 5 and 10 years
of follow-up, with several having .10
years. Within the author's cohort, no
patients with p.Met41Leu died before 5
years, consistent with the French obser-
vation; indeed, the survival curves
between the 2 studies appear compara-
ble up to the 5-year mark. However, the
genotype-specific impacts on outcomes
become clearer after 5 to 10 years of
follow-up, where the worsened survival
among p.Met41Val patients becomes
evident, and the survival curves for
p.Met41Thr and p.Met41Leu patients
converge.

The authors subsequently sought to
identify the mechanism that underpins
the genotype-phenotype association ob-
served with the p.Met41Val variant using
a combination of in vitro models and pri-
mary cells from VEXAS patients. Muta-
tions at p.Met41 in UBA1 result in a loss
of the translation start site for the cyto-
plasmic isoform (UBA1b) and use of an
alternate start site (p.Met67) that produ-
ces the catalytically inactive UBA1c
isoform. The presence of UBA1c does
not appear to drive the phenotypic fea-
tures, given that a rare UBA1 variant
that does not result in UBA1c produc-
tion (p.Ser56Phe) can produce a VEXAS
phenotype.2,4,10 The authors use
isoform-specific antibodies to show that
the p.Met41Thr and p.Met41Leu variants
permit some residual translation of intact
UBA1b, whereas p.Met41Val produces
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significantly less residual UBA1b relative
to the other 2 variants. The authors then
perform in vitro testing on all other possi-
ble single-nucleotide variants at the
p.Met41 start codon, demonstrating that
these produce significantly lower levels
of residual UBA1b than p.Met41Val. The
authors suggest that this explains why
the 3 canonical p.Met41 variants are the
ones observed in VEXAS patients, with
UBA1b levels lower than that seen with
p.Met41Val likely being incompatible

with clonal expansion and/or cell survival.
Further to this, the authors describe a
patient with 2 novel UBA1 variants in cis
on the same allele; 1 variant (c.121A.T;
p.Met41LeuTTG) reduced in vitro UBA1b
translation below the minimum threshold,
but this increased to similar levels as
p.Met41Val upon coexpression of the
second variant (p.Gly40Ala), suggesting
that the occurrence of this second variant
was able to partially compensate for the
p.Met41LeuTTG variant.

These findings demonstrate that patients
with VEXAS have genotype-specific fea-
tures and that those with p.Met41Val var-
iants seem to have a more severe clinical
course and worse survival. Further, the
biological basis for this appears to be a
lower level of residual UBA1b translation,
demonstrating an inverse relationship
between UBA1b and disease severity in
VEXAS, and confirming that loss of
UBA1b is the primary driver of the dis-
ease phenotype. More studies are

Ear chondritis:
Increased survival

p.Met41Val variant:
Worsened survival

Transfusion dependence:
Worsened survival

Multivariable analysis for clinical outcomes:

p.Met41Leu variant
N=15

Undifferentiated
inflammatory syndrome

Ear chondritis

p.Met41Val associated with:

p.Met41Val variant
N=18

83 patients with somatic UBA1 mutations causing VEXAS syndrome:

p.Met41Thr variant
N=50

p.Met41Leu & p.Met41Thr:
Higher residual UBA1b
less severe phenotype

Residual
translated
UBA1b

Differences in residual translation of UBA1b isoform amongst p.Met41 variants

p.Met41Val:
Lower residual UBA1b

more severe phenotype

Other p.Met41 variants:
Minimal residual UBA1b

can’t support clonal expansion

VEXAS patients with the p.Met41Val variant had more systemic undifferentiated inflammatory syndromes and less ear chondritis. A multivariable analysis for survival
showed improved outcomes with ear chondritis and worse outcomes with transfusion dependence or the p.Met41Val variant. The p.Met41Leu and p.Met41Thr variants
permit higher residual translation of normal cytoplasmic UBA1 (UBA1b), whereas p.Met41Val had lower residual UBA1b, and other permutations at p.Met41 had minimal
residual UBA1b, linking VEXAS pathogenesis and severity to a loss of UBA1b function.
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needed to address what downstream
pathways lead from a decrease in UBA1b
to systemic inflammation and to assess
both the direct cellular effects and
cell-type specificity of a loss of UBA1b
function. These findings have important
clinical implications for risk stratification
and, potentially, therapy selection in
VEXAS. Should patients with the
p.Met41Val variant be selected for allo-
geneic hematopoietic stem cell trans-
plantation? Are there differences in
therapeutic responses (eg, azacytidine,
ruxolitinib) between VEXAS genotypes?
These remain important questions to be
further assessed in future studies. Signifi-
cantly, the identification of the centrality
of the loss of UBA1b translation in VEXAS
opens the possibility of future therapeutic
approaches that could restore UBA1b
function within cells.
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Do you need the immune
system to cure ALL?
Kathrin M. Bernt | Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia

How much does a patient’s immune system contribute to achieving cure for
acute lymphoblastic leukemia (ALL)? This question is at the heart of the study
by Li et al1 in this issue of Blood.

This is a longstanding controversy. Ini-
tially, the failures of robust graft-versus-
leukemia effects with donor leukocyte
infusions after allogeneic bone marrow
transplantation2,3 suggested that immune
mechanisms are much less effective and
less critical to curing ALL than to curing
myeloid diseases. However, since the
remarkable success of chimeric antigen
receptor (CAR) T-cell therapies in B-cell
ALL (B-ALL), it has become clear that
ALL is indeed very amenable to long-
term, potentially curative, immunologic
control.4 Between these 2 extremes, a
host of studies support immune mecha-
nisms that contribute to long-term cures,
but the precise mechanisms and the
interplay between chemotherapy and/or
molecular targeted therapies remains
elusive.

In their study, Li et al used an immuno-
competent murine model of BCR-ABL
ALL to carefully investigate cytotoxic
effects of endogenous T cells against
B-ALL blasts and the contribution of
standard ALL chemotherapeutic agents
and tyrosine kinase inhibitors (TKIs) to
the antileukemic effect. Li et al
addressed 3 main questions:

1. Do immune mechanisms contribute
to achieving cure with standard ALL
chemotherapy or TKIs in a measur-
able way? At least in the Li et al
model, this does seem to be the case.
Doses of mercaptopurine (6MP),
dexamethasone, and dasatinib that
cured immunocompetent mice failed

to cure mice of the same strain (B6)
that lacked both T and B cells (Tcra-
KO). Both CD4 and CD8 T cells were
required for this effect. This has long
been suspected, but the results pre-
sented by Li et al provide both mech-
anistic proof and a system that can be
used to study molecular mechanisms
and therapies.

2. Is there an interplay between immune
mechanisms and the emergence of
kinase mutations during TKI therapy?
Intriguingly, immunocompetent mice
that relapsed had unmutated BCR-
ABL and were no longer receiving
dasatinib (after completing a 35-day
course), whereas the majority of
immunodeficient mice that relapsed
had developed a resistance-inducing
mutation and were still receiving dasa-
tinib when the relapse occured. These
provocative data suggest a role for the
immune system in preventing the
emergence of TKI-resistant clones, a
fascinating possibility that deserves
further investigation.

3. What are the key pathways in-
volved in this response? And can
they be enhanced for therapeutic
purposes? Transcriptomic analysis
of leukocytes and serum cytokines
during treatment suggested that
interferon-g (IFN-g) and interleukin-
12 (IL-12) are critical mediators of
antileukemic immunologic control.
Indeed, exogenous IL-12 improved
cure rates achieved with dasatinib in
the immunocompetent model. IL-12
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